WATCHGUARD 4REM
HD MOTORCYCLE VIDEO SYSTEM

The industry-leading features of the WatchGuard 4RE® in-car system integrated with a weatherproof camera designed to withstand the harsh environments experienced by motorcycle fleets.
KEY FEATURES

INTUITIVE CONTROL – Icon-driven user interface and direct access keys make operation quick and simple.

FULLY INTEGRATED WITH BODY CAMERA – The WatchGuard 4REm system and one or more body-worn cameras can work seamlessly, capturing synchronized video of an event from multiple vantage points.

UPLOAD ANYWHERE, ANYTIME – Recorded events are uploaded wirelessly via wireless network to evidence storage with no officer involvement.

NEVER MISS AN INCIDENT – RECORD AFTER THE FACT provides the power to go back in time and capture important evidence days after it happened, even when record wasn’t pressed.

DUAL DRIVE ARCHITECTURE – Video is continuously recorded to the internal Solid State Hard Drive (SSHD) and all active recordings are written both to the internal hard drive and the removable USB Flash Drive, providing event transfer options and backup.

SPECIFICATIONS

Display and Camera
Waterproof, dustproof (IP65, IP69K)
Certified to Military Specification
MIL STD 810-G

Hard Drive Storage Capacity
200GB

Operation Conditions
-40° F to 185° F

For more information, visit www.watchguardvideo.com